The eSentire Difference
More Data. Real Action. Secure Outcomes.

Cloud-native Managed Detection and Response
Put eSentire Atlas, the industry’s only true cloud-native MDR security platform, to work for you. Atlas meets digital
transformation challenges and stops more threats in their tracks. It scales without restriction to manage and
process the growing requirements of today’s data demands.
OUR
DIFFERENCE

YOUR
OUTCOME

Multi-signal
ingestion

Comprehensive
visibility that adapts
to your unique
environment

Zero trust

Patented
technology and
elite threat hunters

Managed remote
containment

Unlimited
embedded incident
response

Analysis of all
network signals for
malicious intent

Rapid identification
of expected and
unexpected threats

Minimized attacker
dwell time
preventing
business disruption

Rapid response times
without retainers
or hidden fees

Applying carefully selected technologies with a zero-trust
philosophy, eSentire Atlas defends your digital business from
evolving threats. The cloud-native platform provides the
processing scale and speed to combat emerging threats by
ensuring that new detections at a single customer are
immediately translated to protection across all eSentire
customers. Ingesting billions of signals, we combine expert
machine learning with expert analysts in our 24x7x365 Security
Operations Centers (SOCs) to hunt and contain attacks that
evade traditional security products and legacy MSSPs.
As a result, your operations are protected against a constantly
evolving threat landscape and your security adapts to the
needs of your business.

Cloud data
Log data

Endpoint data
Network data

HOW WE HUNT

RAW SIGNALS
FILTERED EVENTS

Asset and
vulnerability
data

35

SECONDS TO RESPOND

SECURITY EVENTS
SECURITY
ESCALATIONS

20

MINUTES TO ISOLATE
AND CONTAIN AN ATTACK

Threat
intelligence
data

DON’T FALL VICTIM TO OTHER PROVIDERS WHO CLAIM TO OFFER MDR
Insufficient
signal sources

Inadequate
detection methods

Alert overload
without context

Poor visibility and
blind spots that
put your business
at risk

Unknown and
elusive threats
establish network
presence

False positives that
extend threat actor
dwell times

THEIR
LIMITATIONS

YOUR RISK

BATTLE TESTED. CLIENT VALIDATED.
eSENTIRE HAS PROTECTED
ORGANIZATIONS AROUND THE
WORLD FOR OVER 19 YEARS.

97%

CUSTOMER
RETENTION RATE

750+
GLOBAL
CUSTOMERS

Limited threat
response

Limited incident
response

Increased resource requirements and
potential costs from incident response
retainers and fees

EXPERIENCE THE eSENTIRE DIFFERENCE
eSentire
MDR

PSUEDO
MDR

24x7 always on monitoring

Limited

Full spectrum visibility (PCAP, Endpoint, Log,
Vulnerability, Cloud)

Limited

Detection utilizing signatures and IOCs
Detection of unknown attacks leveraging
patterns and behavioral analytics

Limited

Continuous elite threat hunting
Alerting of suspicious behavior

ACROSS

6

CONTINENTS

6

+

INVESTIGATIONS
EVERY MINUTE

IN

48

COUNTRIES

1M+

ACTIVE THREAT
RESPONSES PER DAY

Limited

Alerts
Confirmation of true positive

Limited

Remediation recommendations
Tactical threat containment on client’s behalf

Limited

24x7 forensic investigation and SOC support

Need IR Retainer

Evidence collection, dissection, processing
and analysis

Need IR Retainer

Incident response plan

Need IR Retainer

Remediation verification

Need IR Retainer

Ready to get started? We’re here to help.
Reach out to schedule a meeting and learn more about our
cloud-native Managed Detection and Response platform.

Call 1-519-651-5500 or send an email to bdr@esentire.com

eSentire, Inc., founded in 2001 is the category creator and world’s largest Managed Detection and Response (MDR) company, safeguarding businesses
of all sizes with the industry-defining, cloud-native Atlas platform that removes blind spots and enables 24x7 threat hunters to contain attacks and
stop breaches within minutes. Its threat-driven, customer-focused culture makes the difference in eSentire’s ability to attract the best talent across
cybersecurity, artificial intelligence and cloud-native skill sets. Its highly skilled teams work together toward a common goal to deliver the best customer
experience and security efficacy in the industry. For more information, visit www.esentire.com and follow @eSentire.

